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Abstract

Partial constraint satisfaction problems �PCSPs� were proposed by Freuder and
Wallace to address some of the representational di�culties with traditional constraint
satisfaction techniques� However� the reasoning method of their proposal was limited to
traditional backtracking based algorithms� In this paper� we extend the PCSP model
by associating it with a local search algorithm� which has found great successes in
solving many large scale problems in the past� Furthermore� we extend the combined
model to incorporate abstract problem solving� and show that the extended model
has not only the advantages of both PCSP and local search� but also a number of
new features useful for scheduling applications� We demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach by an application to a university course scheduling domain�
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� Introduction

Constraint Satisfaction Problems �or CSPs� have found many applications ranging from
temporal reasoning	�
� machine vision	��
� to scheduling problems	�� �
� A CSP can be
formulated abstractly as consisting of a set of variables� each variable is associated with a
domain of values that can be assigned to the variable	� ��
� In addition� a set of constraints
exists that de�nes the permissible subsets of assignments to variables� The goal is to �nd
one �or all� assignment of values to the variables such that no constraint is violated�

There are two major problems with the traditional CSP formulation� and reasoning
methods for solving a CSP� First� the traditional de�nition of CSP has met with some rep�
resentational di�culties in practice� due to its overly strict modeling� In particular� the
classical formulation of CSPs requires that all constraints must be satis�ed� As such� it can
be overconstrained by the constraint set and in many cases� admits no solution� In practice�
however� it is sometimes the case that certain constraints can be violated occasionally� or
weakened to some degree� In addition� for domains where there is a �xed bound on com�
putational resources� it may not be possible to �nd a complete solution for a given CSP�
Instead� a partial solution� where some constraints are violated� is usually good enough for
many purposes� To address this problem� Freuder and Wallace introduced the concept of
Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problems 	�� �
� also called PCSPs� Such a new formulation
is used to capture the idea that certain constraints can be relaxed� or violated in a solution�

Another problem of traditional CSPs is the ine�ciency of their associated reasoning
algorithms� Most CSP algorithms proposed in AI area are backtracking�based� which sys�
tematically assign a value to each variable� When an inconsistent assignment is encountered�
the algorithm backtracks to another assignment� However� empirical results have shown that
such backtracking based methods are capable of solving only small scale CSPs� and cannot
meet the practical needs for solving problems with large sets of constraints or variables� An
alternative method� based on local search� was recently proposed by several authors� which
has been shown to be promising for solving very large scale constraint satisfaction problems�
The method is based on a heuristic known as minimal con�ict� which when used with a
local� hill�climbing search algorithm performs assignment in a random fashion� Several au�
thors have demonstrated its e�ciency on the N�queens problem� where N is on the order of
several million	��� ��
�

As stated above� although the PCSP model extends the representation aspect of CSPs�
the reasoning technique proposed by Freuder and Wallace is still based on traditional back�
tracking methods� Therefore� it will su�er from the same problem of ine�ciency as does
traditional CSPs� On the other hand� the local search method addresses the e�ciency issue
of reasoning about a CSP� but the representational model was still aimed at solving a CSP
exactly� An extension would therefore be to merge the representational novelty of PCSPs
with the reasoning superiority of the local search method�

In this paper� we combine the two novel techniques� PCSP and local search� for formulat�
ing and solving constraint satisfaction problems� We will show that such a combination not
only keeps the advantage of both techniques� but has some additional properties� In partic�
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ular� the combined representation allows for a uni�ed way to model and reason about di�er�
ent types of constraints� including hard constraints� soft constraints� and meta�constraints�
In addition� with the new framework the problem of revising past solutions can be easily
addressed� Furthermore� where constraints can be partitioned according to their relative
importance� an abstraction based method can be naturally applied as well�

The combined framework for solving CSPs has been implemented in LISP and applied to a
course scheduling domain� The implemented system� WatCourse e�ectively demonstrates
the feasibility of our approach�

Below� we �rst review the PCSP representation and the local search method� Then
we discuss how the two can be combined into a uni�ed system� We then demonstrate the
feasibility of our approach through a course scheduling domain�

� The PCSP Model

A CSP consists of a set of variables� a domain for each variable� and a set of constraints�
Formally� a CSP consists of the following components�

�� V is a set of variables�

�� D is a set of domains� i�e�� sets containing values to be assigned to the variables�

�� C is a set of constraints�

An often used example for demonstrating the CSP is the N�queens problem� where N

queens are to be placed on an N �N board� The constraints are that no two queens can be
on the same row� column� or diagonal� One way to look at the domain is to place a queen on
each row� If we take each row X as a variable� then a column number v is a domain value
for X� Represented in this way� the constraints are simply that no two queens can be on the
same column� and that no two queens can be on the same diagonal�

As an example� the ��queens problem can be modeled as�

�� V � fX��X��X�g� representing the three rows of the problem�

�� D � fD��D��D�g� where Di � f�� �� �g�

�� C is a predicate� such that

C��Xi� v��� �Xj� v��� � ture� i� jv� �� v�j and jj � ij �� jv� � v�j�

The third constraint says that no two queens can attack each other�
A CSP may not have a solution due to its constraints� For example� the ��queens problem

shown in Figure � has no solution� A partial constraint satisfaction problem� or a PCSP� is a
relaxation of the original CSP� For a given CSP� one might relax it by enlarging the domain of
a constraint� removing a variable or a constraint� or enlarging the domain of a variable� Any
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Figure �� An unsolvable CSP problem and its relaxation�

of these operations gives an extended CSP� For example� in the above ��queens example� if
one enlarges the domain of the �rst variable X� by including a new value �� then the problem
becomes easy to solve �See Figure ��� The new CSP is therefore a relaxed version of the
original CSP�

Formally� a PCSP is a partially ordered set of CSPs� with a common root� The root is
the original CSP� The rest of the nodes in the graph are CSPs obtained form the original one
through a sequence of relaxation operations� Consult Figure � for an intuitive explanation�

Given two CSPs in the graph� one can measure the distance between them� by associating
a PCSP with a metric� The metric might measure the di�erence in the number of solutions�
the number of added domain values� or it might measure the number of missing �or relaxed�
constraints� Solving a PCSP then becomes a problem of �nding a solution to a relaxed CSP
in the space of PCSP� so that the distance metric between the solution and the optimal
solution is within a certain bound� according to the metric� To ensure that the space of
partial CSPs is restrained� two special bounds are useful� The �rst one is a su�cient bound�
which speci�es that a solution to a relaxed CSP is good enough� if the metric distance
between the solution and the optimal solution is within this bound� The second one is a
necessary bound� which speci�es that the space of CSPs under consideration must all contain
solutions that are within the bound� This e�ectively restricts the size of the problem space
under consideration� For example� for the ��queens problem� since we know that the ��queens
problem has a solution� the necessary bound Nec can be set to �� since � squares are added
to convert a ��queens to a ��queens problem� Similarly� one might set Su� to be �� which
states that it is permitable to �nd a solution where two values are added to some variables�
domains� Note that by setting Su� to zero corresponds to the original CSP�

To �nd a solution� Freuder and Wallace proposed a series of backtracking based methods�
Such methods have been characterized as �constructive� algorithms by Minton et al�	��
�
since they all start solving a CSP from scratch� At each step� a new variable is instantiated�
or a CSP is relaxed� The advantage of constructive type of methods is that they are complete�
if there is a solution� it will be found� The disadvantage of constructive methods is that� by
assigning one variable value at a time� they are often too conservative� the result of which
reduces their speed so dramatically that they are often not useful for practical purposes�
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Figure �� The problem space of partial constraint satisfaction�

� Local Search with Min�Con�ict Heuristic

An alternative algorithm was proposed to address the e�ciency issue of solving CSPs� Such
an algorithm� known as a local search method� performs a hill�climbing search� It usually
starts with a complete assignment of values to variables� by certain random process� Then it
repairs the initial assignment by changing the assignment of certain variables whose values
violate some constraints� The process repeats until no more constraint violation remains�

The hill�climbing process of local search is guided by a heuristic known as a min�con�ict
heuristic� Stated simply� for a given set of variables with value assignments� the min�con�ict
heuristic �nds a variable X whose value v is in con�ict� Then it �nds another value v� in
the Domain�X�� such that the number of con�icts by v� is minimal among all values in X�s
domain� Ties are broken randomly� More formally� let conf�X� v� be the number of con�icts
as a result of assigning v to X� Then if conf�X� v� �� �� then

X �� v�� where conf�X� v�� � min
u�Domain�X�

conf�X�u��

The local search method coupled with a min�con�ict heuristic has many advantages over
a backtracking method� First� because of its simplicity� it is easy to experiment with and
implemented for di�erent applications� Second� when the initial assignment is close to the
�nal solution� the number of repairs needed to reach the �nal solution is relatively small�
making the method extremely e�cient� Third� in domains where revision of past schedule
occurs often� and where the repair is limited locally� the local search method is very natural
and e�cient�

However� since local search is a greedy method� it is possible that it can be trapped into
a local minimum� Experiments 	��� ��
 have shown that for many interesting domains� such
worry is unnecessary� For example� implementations of the local search method by Sosic and
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Gu 	��
 and Minton et al� 	��
 have been able to solve N�queens problems� where N is as
high as several million� in less than one minute� Other supporting evidence comes from space
telescope scheduling applications	��
� and the large scale graph coloring and space shuttle
payload scheduling problems 	��
�

� Solving PCSPs with Local Search Methods

In the previous two sections� we reviewed a partial constraint satisfaction model� and a local
search method for solving traditional constraint satisfaction problems� Partial constraint
satisfaction problems was introduced by Freuder and Wallace to represent approximate so�
lutions to CSP� but the reasoning methods that they introduced was based on traditional
backtracking methods� In this section� we extend their PCSP model to include a local search
reasoning procedure� We show that the combination of PCSP and local search has the ad�
vantages of both systems� That is� a system can reason about and search for an approximate
solution to a CSP� and that such search is e�cient� In addition� we show that the combined
system exhibit additional representational properties�

Recall that PCSP is de�ned as a partially ordered set P of CSPs� with the common
root node being the original CSP� Each of the rest of the CSPs is obtained by a sequence
of �weakening� operations applied to the root� On the other hand� a local search algorithm
works within a space S of complete assignments� starting from some initial assignment� Since
each node in this space corresponds to an approximate solution to the original CSP� each
node in R is also a solution to some weakened CSP in P� Therefore� the two spaces are
related to each other via the following relations�

�� �s � S��P � P� such that s is a solution of all CSPs in P � That is� every complete
assignment corresponds to a subset of relaxed CSPS�

�� �p � P��S � S� such that S are all solutions for p� That is� every CSP corresponds to
a subset of complete assignments�

�� �s�� s� � S� a path exists from s� to s� in S� if �p�� p� � P such that s� is a solution of
p�� s� is a solution of p� and there is a path from p� to p� in P�

To �nd a solution to a PCSP using a constructive method� together with the necessary bound
Nec and su�cient bound Su�� a top�down process is followed �See Figure ��� This solution
process starts with a original CSP� and gradually weakens it until a CSP is found with a
solution within the bounds Su� and Nec�

However� to search in the space of PCSP model� one does not have to start with the root
node� Instead� one can also start from an internal node in Figure �� This corresponds to
using a local search for solving a PCSP� The solution process with the local search starts
from a initial solution which may not be a strict solution to the original CSP� This initial
assignment must satisfy the necessary bound Nec� but it may not satisfy the su�cient bound
Su�� Thus� the whole local search process can be thought of as starting from a internal node
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Figure �� Local search in a space of solutions�

in P� and following a path along which the total number of con�icts is decreasing� The
process stops when a modi�ed assignment is found which satis�es the su�cient bound Su�
�See Figure ��� Note that the local search discussed here is a modi�ed one� we no longer
search for a precise solution to the original CSP� as done by Sosic and Gu� and Minton et
al�� instead our local search is looking for a solution to a weakened CSP�

The algorithms that implement the above ideas are shown in Tables � and �� Table �
shows the initialization algorithm� It basically scans through the variable set� picking a
value for each variable that minimizes the cost of the current assignment� If there are several
values in a domain with minimal costs� then a choice is made randomly� Tables � takes the
initialized solution from the initialization algorithm� and performs a repairing operation�

Clearly our algorithm has the advantage being able to model approximate solutions
to a CSP� as originally proposed by the PCSP model� as well as the advantage of being
e�cient� as with the local search method using the min�con�ict heuristic� Below� we consider
three additional advantages of the method� namely� the ability to represent di�erent types
of constraints easily and using abstraction in problem solving� as well as the property of
naturally representing and solving a solution revision problem�

� Hard and Soft Constraints

The constraints dealt with by both Freuder and Wallace with their PCSP model� and Sosic
and Gu� and Minton et al� with local search� are hard constraints� A hard constraint is one
that has to be satis�ed� As such� a hard constraint is usually a binary function� giving a
value of either true or false� For example� in the N�queens problem� two queens either attack
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Input� A set of variables V � Domains D� Constraints C� and a necessary bound Nec�
Output� sol� an initial assignment of domain values to variables�

Algorithm INIT

�� sol �� ��
�� for every variable X in V � do
�� if v is a value in Domain�X�� such that

the cost of applying C to �X� v� sol� is minimal�
then sol �� append�f�X� v�g� sol��

�� endfor

�� if Cost�sol� � Nec then return�sol�� else goto step ��

Table �� Initialization algorithm for local search�

Input� A set of variables V � Domains D� Constraints C� an initial solution sol� and a
su�cient bound Su�� Output� sol� a �nal assignment of domain values to variables�

Algorithm Local�Search

�� until Cost�sol� 	 Suff do
�� Let v be a value of an variable X� such that �X� v� � sol� and Cost�X� v� �� ��

If v� is another value� such that Cost�X� v�� sol � f�X� v�g� is minimal�
then sol �� append�f�X� v��g� sol � f�X� v�g��

�� end until

�� return�sol��

Table �� Initialization algorithm for local search�





each other or they do not� there is no intermediate case� In contrast� a soft constraint is one
that can be broken �or relaxed�� and there is often a preference that it should be satis�ed as
much as possible� In addition� a soft constraint can have a variable degree of satisfaction	�
�
For example� in the N�queens problem� one might specify that it is preferred that the �rst
two queens do not attack each other� but if necessary� it is acceptable if the constraint is
violated� One might also specify a preference that as many queens in a solution should be
positioned to the left hand side as possible�

An orthogonal issue to hard and soft constraints concerns the importance of constraints�
In particular� a soft constraint may not be a less important one� and conversely� a hard
constraint may be of low importance� For example� in the N�queens problem it may be more
important to place the �rst queen to close to the left column as much as possible� The
distinction between importance of constraints and their hardness is particularly useful when
a hard constraint is easy to satisfy� while a soft one is hard to satisfy� For example� in a
course scheduling domain� it is often easy to satisfy the hard constraint that a course can be
taught by one teacher only� but hard to satisfy preference constraints�

We model hard and soft constraints in a uni�ed framework� Let Ci be a constraint�In
our framework� Ci can be interpreted as a function� which takes as input a variable X� a
value v� and an assignment A to the rest of the variables� It returns an natural number n� If
n � � then the constraint is satis�ed� Otherwise� n represents the cost of the assignment as
a result of assigning v to X� Hence the cost value is a measure of how bad the assignment
is due to X �� v�

Given a list of constraints Ci represented as above� where i � �� �� � � �m�we assume that
the user has assigned to each constraint an importance value from � to k� with k the most
important and � the least� The satisfaction of the set of all constraints can be collectively
represented as a vector� The jth element of the vector is a sum of all constraints among Ci�
i � �� �� � � �m� that are of equal importance� j� This vector is called the cost of assigning v

to X� given the current assignment A to the rest of the variables� Formally�

cost�X� v�A� � hE�� E�� � � � � Eki

where Ej � �fCi�X� v�A� j importance�Ci� � jg�
Finally� our modeling requires that the cost of a complete� approximate solution s is the

vector sum over all variable assignments� Formally�

cost�s� � �fcost�X� v�A� j for all �X� v� � Ag

where the sum � is a vector summation�
To compare the cost of di�erent assignments� we de�ne a vector comparison operator as

follows� a vector V� � hA�� A�� � � � � Aki is less than �denoted by �� V� � hB�� B�� � � �Bki� if
�j 	 k� such that Ai � Bi for i � j� and Aj � Bj�

Using the above representation method� we can model the constraints in the N�queens
problem as follows�

No two queens can be on the same diagonal�

Cd�Xi� v�� A� � � if ��Xj� v�� � A�jj � ij � jv� � v�j� Else ��
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No two queens can be on the same column�

Cn�Xi� v�� A� � � if ��Xj� v�� � A�v� � v�� Else ��

Preferring left columns�

Cl�Xi� v�� A� � v��

With the above de�nitions� it is now possible to incorporate all constraints� hard and
soft� into a PCSP model with local search� Let � denote a vector whose elements are all ��
During a local search process� let A be the current assignment� A search is made to look
for a variable X with assignment v� such that cost�X� v�A� f�X� v�g� �� �� Then a another
search is made in the domain of X� to look for a value v� with a minimal cost value� The
minimality test utilizes the vector ��� operator� Finally� v� is assigned to X�

As in the local search model� su�cient and necessary bounds are given to control search�
Given constraints of multiple levels of importance� both the su�cient and the necessary
bounds are vectors� In addition� through settings of the elements in the su�cient bound
vector� one can specify both hard and soft constraints� For example� suppose that there are
three constraints C�� C� and C�� with C� the least important and C� the most important
constraints� In addition� suppose that C� and C� are hard constraints� while C� is a soft con�
straint� Then the information can be represented by a su�cient bound h�� ��� �i� specifying
a tolerance of value �� for C�� Thus� by setting a su�cient bound element to zero� one can
represent a set of hard constraints� On the other hand� by setting an element to a non�zero
value� one speci�es a soft constraint�

� Abstract Search

A second feature of our combined model is its ability to support abstract problem solving�
The importance values assigned to constraints naturally de�ne a hierarchy of problem spaces
�See Figure ��� At the highest level �i�e� kth level� are the constraints that are the most
important� A solution to a PCSP can �rst be found in this space by considering only this
set of most important constraints� Then the system re�nes the solution in successively more
detailed spaces� During the re�nement of an ith level solution at the �i � ��th level� the
�i� ��th level constraints are appended at the end of the vector of constraints� The process
continues until a time bound is exceeded� a su�cient bound is met� or a local minimum
is encountered� If a local minimum is found without satisfying the su�cient bound� then
the system can backtrack to the next higher level and try �nding an alternative solution�
Thus� the hierarchical system can be understood as a result of combining local search and
backtracking problem solving� That is� in the vertical direction a backtracking method is
used� while in the horizontal direction a local search method is used�

Abstract problem solving has received a lot of attention in AI planning area	��� ��� ��� �
�
There are two central issues about abstraction that are being addressed in planning� the
question of how to e�ectively use an abstraction hierarchy� and the issue of how to �nd
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Figure �� Re�nement of an abstract solution�

a good abstraction hierarchy� In solving PCSPs� the same two issues are also of concern�
Similarly� solutions proposed in planning area to address the above issues are also applicable
to solving PCSPs� First� given an abstraction hierarchy� the re�nement process should have
the property that all abstract level achievements in satisfying the abstract constraints are
preserved� That is� when a new value is assigned to a variable� care should be taken to ensure
that few abstract constraints are violated� In planning� if a re�nement does not violate any
abstract level constraints� then it is called a monotonic re�nement� With PCSP models� the
de�nition for monotonic re�nements can be stated as�

If an abstract constraint C is violated N times in a solution� then during re�ne�
ment of the solution� C cannot be violated more than N times either�

Figure � presents the �ow chart of our implemention of the abstraction system� After the
initial solution is found� the abstraction level counter i is �rst set to k� Then a loop repeats
the following operations� First� an evaluation function is constructed for constraints on level
i� Then a re�nement of a previous solution is found at this level using the evaluation function�
Finally� i is decremented by one� The loop repeats until the system is at the concrete level
�i � ��� and the solution cost is within the su�cient bound� Su�� Note that the function
�re�ne� is implemented simply as a call to the procedure �local�search� presented in Table ��

The second issue regarding the use of abstraction is that of �nding good abstraction hier�
archies� A good abstraction hierarchy should be one that ensures improvement in e�ciency�
and furthermore� in the quality of solutions� In planning� several properties have been pro�
posed to address this issue� An ordered monotonic hierarchy 	�� �
 is one that leaves all
abstract constraints intact when re�ning a solution at a lower level� Another property is
known as the downward re�nement property	�
� whereby every abstract solution has at least
one re�nement� Experiments and theoretical analysis in planning has demonstrated that
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Figure �� An overview of the hierarchical PCSP procedure�
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they are e�ective in improving the search performance dramatically� For example� in the
best case� one can reduce search time from exponential to linear in solution length� An ad�
vantage of these properties is that they enable one to automatically construct an abstraction
hierarchy� Although exploring their duals in the context of PCSPs is beyond the scope of
the current paper� we do intend to investigate this issue further in future research�

	 Revision

Another feature of of our combined model is its ability to revise solutions e�ciently� Revision
of a given solution may be necessary because of changes made in variable domains and
constraints� Recall that the local search algorithm requires an initial assignment before a
search is conducted� When revising an existing solution� the initial assignment is set to
be the existing solution itself� Thus� the model naturally accommodates solution revision
operations�

An important aspect of solution revision is to maintain the stability of the revision process�
Typically� when a few variables in an existing solution are re�assigned� or when constraints
are added� a rippling e�ect can occur� For example� when a variable X�s value is changed� a
constraint may force the value of another variable Y to be changed� This will in turn cause
Z to be changed and so on� In many situations where stability of the organization is of
concern� a long chain of changes is not desirable� Instead� one would like the rippling e�ect
to die out when it reaches certain distance from the �rst change�

This damping e�ect on a chain of revision operations can be easily implemented via a
soft constraint� Let s� be the initial solution to be revised and let s be a current solution�
Then a stability constraint C is de�ned as

C � j�s� � s� 
 �s� s��j�

By assigning this constraint an appropriate importance value� it is possible to control the
stability of the revision process by preferring to a change that is as close to the original
solution as possible�


 Experiments in the N�queens Domain

To test the e�ectiveness of our approach� we have conducted an experiment in the N�queens
domain� The main purpose of the experiment is to verify our prediction that the hierarchical
version of the PCSP model is more powerful than one without using abstraction� In partic�
ular� we have run two sets of experiments with the N�queens problem� one with abstraction
and the other without� The one with abstract search has two levels of abstraction� On the
top level are the constraints Cn and Cd �See Section ��� which state that no two queens can
con�ict with each other� At the bottom level we satisfy an additional constraint Cl� stating
a preference for a leftmost column� In actual implementation� the top level search is guided
by the constraint vector h�Cn� Cd�i� and at the bottom level the vector h�Cn� Cd�� �Cl�i is
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Number of Queens Abstraction No Abstraction
�� �� ��� �� ���
�� �� ��� ��� ����
�� �� ���� ��� ����
�� �� ���� ��� ����
�� �� ����� ��� ����
�� �� ���� ��� �����
�� �� ����� ��� �����
�� �� ����� ��� �����
� ��� ���� ��� �����

Table �� Comparison of solution quality of search with and without abstraction� Time�bound
is �� seconds�

used� For the search without abstraction� the latter vector is the one used as constraints�
Recall that by this vector the constraints Cn and Cd are considered more important than
the constraint Cl�

Table � describes the comparisons in the quality of solutions found� taking both sets of
constraints as soft ones� and giving both problem�solvers an equal time bound ��� CPU
seconds on a Sun� Sparc Station�� Each item in the table is a vector �x� y�� where x is
the number of remaining violations with the most important constraint� and y the least
important one� As can be observed from the table� the quality of solutions using abstraction
is much better than without using abstraction� since with abstraction there are much less
violations with the important constraints� However� it can also be observed that the quality
of solutions found by the abstract PCSP model� in terms of the constraint Cl� is worse than
that without abstraction� This is also expected� since a solution found at the abstract level
places a strong constraint on search at the lower level� Thus� during the re�nement of an
abstract solution� it is more di�cult to move away from a local minimum where most of
the important constraints are satis�ed� This observation reveals that there is in general
a trade�o� between the satisfaction of constraints of di�erent degrees of importance� when
di�erent problem sovlers are used�

� Application to Course Scheduling

We now turn our attention to a practical application of our framework� in a course scheduling
domain� Course scheduling is an ideal domain for applying constraint satisfaction techniques�
since it is full of di�erent types of constraints� Some constraints are more important than
others� Also� compromises in constraints are constantly made in this domain� making PCSP
models more realistic to apply�
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Figure �� Professor data structure in the course scheduling domain�

Our course scheduling problem involves assigning professors to courses in one academic
year� subject to a large number of constraints� Typically� the scheduling work is done
by secretaries by hand� and is very time consuming� In the past� Operations Research
methods have been implemented to address this problem� but success has been limited due
to a number of reasons� First� using Integer Programming �IP� techniques to encode to
domain requires converting constraints into weights� which is very hard to do properly even
for experts� Second� secretaries would like to try adding and removing constraints during
schedule generation� in order to verify how a schedule would compare with others� However�
IP programs have to be changed each time this is done� and cannot meet the practical need
of performing such what�if analysis in real time� Third� the course scheduling domain is
typically revision oriented� which is not suitable for techniques that start from scratch� The
change of a schedule from one year to the next may be restricted� but may still require
modi�cation due to changes in constraints� courses� professors� and student requirements�
Thus� we have decided to solve the problem using our combined PCSP model� The result is
a implemented scheduling system we call WatCourse�

The scheduling system� WatCourse� is implemented in Allegro Common Lisp on a
Sun�� workstation� It is domain independent in nature� and has been applied to the N�
queens problem as well as the course scheduling problem� WatCourse has the ability
to perform search either with or without abstraction� and has modules that can analyze a
solution after it is found�

In the course scheduling problem domain� each professor is represented as a LISP struc�
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ture� with a number of slots �See Figure ��� The course preferences of each professor is
divided into three terms� Spring� Fall� and Winter� which correspond to the three teaching
terms in a year� In each term� there is a list of preferred courses� alternative courses� and a
preferred course load� In addition� each professor has a list of courses that he is quali�ed to
teach� This information will be used to choose a course in case no preferred courses can be
found for a professor�

The demand�list of a domain is a list of courses that are to be o�ered in one year� They
include the number of sections a course will be o�ered in each term� For example� an item
��CS ���� Fall �� speci�es that the course CS ��� will have two sections o�ered in Fall
term� WatCourse uses this information to build a list of variables in the domain� each
variable has the form�

�course�number term section�number�

For each variable� WatCourse builds a list of domain values based on the professors who
are quali�ed to teach the course� In addition� a �null professor� value is associated with each
course that can be cancelled due to tight constraints� That is� if a course X takes on the
�null professor� value� then the course X is considered cancelled�

The constraints in our course scheduling domain is more complicated than those found
in the N�queens domain� They include unary�constraints� binary�constraints� and k�ary
constraints� Examples of the constraints are given below� Recall that a constraint takes
as input a course�variable X� a professor v� and a remaining assignment A� and outputs a
natural number representing the degree of violation of the constraint�

Unary Constraint� course preference� If course X is preferred by professor v� then re�
turn �� else return ��

Binary Constraint� exclusive courses constraint� If a course X is o�ered in the same
term as Y � then return �� else return ��

��ary constraint� year�o�ering constraint� If a course X is not o�ered in A� and v �
�null professor�� then return �� else return ��

Meta Constraint� A meta constraint is one that is a constraint on the satisfaction of the
rest of the constraints� For example� the following constraint is a meta one�

If for course X taught by professor v� neither constraint C� nor constraint C� is satis�
�ed� then return �� else return ��

Note that our PCSP model for the course scheduling domain has the special advantage that
certain hard constraints are implicitly satis�ed by any solution� For example� consider the
constraint that only one professor can teach a given section of a course in a given term� This
constraint is always satis�ed by solutions to the PCSP since� by de�nition� a variable can
only take on a unique value in any solution�

The WatCourse program has been applied to course scheduling in our department�
involving �� courses and sections� and �� professors� Comparing WatCourse with a
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Linear Programming �LP� implementation for solving the same problem� we found that the
LP program takes more than ten times longer than WatCourse to produce solutions of
the same quality� We are currently still improving on the user�interface component of the
system� But our testing so far has shown a reduction in scheduling time from days to less
than one hour� What has been found to be particularly useful is the any�time feature of the
system� That is� the system can be interrupted at any time to provide a solution� Although
the solution may not satisfy all constraints� the more time is given to the system� the better
is the solution quality� In addition� due to the random feature of the local search algorithm�
every time the system is invoked� a di�erent solution will be given� This feature is very
useful for the system to work well as a consulting program� because when making the �nal
decision� it is helpful to have several competing suggestions provided by the system�

�� Conclusions

In this paper� we have presented a model for partial solution of a constraint satisfaction
problems� This model is a combination of the PCSP model and the local search technique�
We have demonstrated that such a combination keeps all important features of the original
methods� In addition� the combined system can naturally hand soft and hard constraints�
solution revision� and hierarchical scheduling� We further demonstrated the feasibility of the
approach by an application to a course scheduling domain�

In the future� we wish to further investigate hierarchical scheduling� as well as apply
machine learning methods to solving partial constraint satisfaction problems with a local
search method�
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